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A catastrophic bifurcation in non-linear dynamical systems, called crisis, often leads to their
convergence to an undesirable non-chaotic state after some initial chaotic transients. Preventing such
behavior has proved to be quite challenging. We demonstrate that deep Reinforcement Learning
(RL) is able to restore chaos in a transiently-chaotic regime of the Lorenz system of equations.
Without requiring any a priori knowledge of the underlying dynamics of the governing equations,
the RL agent discovers an effective perturbation strategy for sustaining the chaotic trajectory. We
analyze the agent’s autonomous control-decisions, and identify and implement a simple control-law
that successfully restores chaos in the Lorenz system. Our results demonstrate the utility of using
deep RL for controlling the occurrence of catastrophes and extreme-events in non-linear dynamical
systems.
Chaos is desirable and advantageous in many situa-
tions. For instance, in mechanics, exciting the chaotic
motion of several modes spreads energy over a wide fre-
quency range [1], thereby preventing undesirable reso-
nance. Chaotic advection in fluids enhances mixing, as
chaos brings about an exponential divergence of fluid
packets that are initially in close proximity [2]. In bi-
ology, the absence of chaos may lead to an emergence
of synchronous dynamics in the brain, which can result
in epileptic seizures [3]. Moreover, the absence of chaos
may also indicate the presence of other pathological con-
ditions [4, 5].
In some cases, Chaos can become transient in nature,
where the dynamics eventually converge to non-chaotic
attractors. The typical route by which this happens
is known as a crisis [6], where for certain parameter-
values of the non-linear system, a chaotic-attractor col-
lides with its basin-boundary and becomes a saddle. A
saddle has a fractal structure with infinitely many gaps
along its unstable-manifold. Any initial condition at-
tracted towards this chaotic-attractor-turned-saddle es-
capes to an external periodic- or a fix-point-attractor.
Such transient-chaos is often undesirable, and has been
conjectured to be the culprit for phenomena such as volt-
age collapse in electric power systems [7] and species ex-
tinction in ecology [8]. It also plays a crucial role in gov-
erning the dynamics of shear flows in pipes and ducts at
low Reynolds numbers [9, 10]. Given the importance of
these phenomena, controlling transient-chaos is a press-
ing issue.
Some attempts to restore chaos in such scenarios have
been made in the past. Yang et al. [5] maintained chaos in
transiently chaotic regimes of one- and two-dimensional
maps using small perturbations. Their method relied on
accurate analytical knowledge of the dynamical system,
and required a priori phase-space knowledge of escape
regions from chaos. Another method utilized the natural
dynamics around the saddle [11, 12], where small regions
near a chaotic-saddle through which trajectories escape
were identified. Then a set of “target” points in these re-
gions were found, which yield trajectories that can stay
near the chaotic saddle for a relatively long time. When
the solution trajectory falls in this escape region, it is per-
turbed to the nearest target point so that the trajectory
can persist near the chaotic saddle for a long time. The
identification of such escape regions and target points can
be challenging, and requires either an a priori computa-
tion of the probability distribution of escape times in dif-
ferent regions of state-space [11], or information from the
return map constructed from local maxima or minima of
a measured time series [12]. Such approaches become dif-
ficult for high-dimensional dynamical systems, and have
been illustrated for 2D maps/flows at the most. One par-
ticular control technique that worked for the 3D Lorenz-
system was described in Capea´ns et al. [13]. The method
was based on finding a certain control-perturbation set
in the phase space, called a “safe set”, which avoids the
escape of the trajectories to the fix-points. Identifying
such a safe set can be prohibitively expensive computa-
tionally, and such safe sets may not exist for all dynamical
systems.
In recent years, a machine-learning technique called
deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) has shown great
promise in control-optimization problems [14], and it
has been successfully used to uncover complex un-
derlying physics in Navier-Stokes simulations of fish-
swimming [15]. The aim of this letter is to illustrate
the utility of deep RL in determining small control-
perturbations to parameters of the Lorenz system [16],
such that a sustained chaotic behavior is maintained
despite the uncontrolled dynamics being transiently-
chaotic. In doing so, no prior analytical knowledge about
the dynamical system, and no special schemes to find es-
cape regions, target points and safe sets will be employed.
The RL algorithm is able to autonomously determine an
optimal strategy to restore chaos, by continually inter-
acting with the dynamical-system.
As depicted in Fig. 1, a reinforcement learning prob-
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2lem consists of five major elements - a learning agent, an
environment described by a model Y (the Lorenz system
in our case), state-space S, action-space A, and reward rt.
Initially, the RL agent interacts with its environment in
a trial-and-error manner. At each time step t, the agent
receives the current state st of the environment, and se-
lects an action at following a policy Π(at|st). This action
allows the agent to perturb the state of the environment,
and move to a new state st+1 by evaluating the given
model Y of the environment. Upon affecting this transi-
tion, the agent is rewarded (or punished) with reward rt.
This process continues until the agent reaches a terminal
state, at which point a new episode starts over. The re-
turn received from each episode is the discounted cumla-
tive reward with discount factor γ, which lies between 0
and 1. The discount factor makes it feasible to emphasize
the importance of maximizing long-term reward, which
enables the agent to prefer actions that are beneficial in
the long-term. The cumulative reward, R(at|st), is given
as,
R(at|st) =
∞∑
k=0
γkrt+k (1)
The goal of the RL agent is to maximize this cumulative
reward by discovering an optimal policy Π∗. There are a
variety of methods available for attaining this. We make
use of Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [17] which
is a type of policy Gradient Method (PGM) [18]. PPO
is suitable for continuous-control problems [19], and it is
simpler in its mathematical implementation compared to
other PGM based RL algorithms [20]. Moreover, PPO
requires comparitively little hyper-parameter tuning for
use in a variety of different problems. The specific imple-
mentation of the algorithm that we used, PPO2, is avail-
able as part of the OpenAI stable-baselines library [21].
The ergodic and unsteady nature of chaotic dynamics
necessitates the use of a version of PPO2 wherein the
policy is defined by deep recurrent neural networks com-
prised of long-short-term memory cells, instead of tra-
ditional feed-forward neural networks. The environment
for the Lorenz system is written in a OpenAI gym [22]
-compatible python format, and is provided as part of
the supplementary materials. The relevant equations are
given as,
dx
dt
= σ(y − x) (2a)
dy
dt
= x(ρ− z)− y (2b)
dz
dt
= xy − βz (2c)
With σ = 10 and β = 8/3, ρ = 28 gives rise to chaotic
trajectories, whereas transient chaos is found in the in-
terval ρ ∈ [13.93, 24.06] [23]. Without any control imple-
mented, the solution will converge to specific fix-points
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustrating the basic framework of a re-
inforcement learning problem. An agent continually perturbs
the environment (the Lorenz equations in our case) by tak-
ing an action, and records the resulting states. The agent
is rewarded when a desirable state is reached, and punished
otherwise.
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FIG. 2. Solution of the Lorenz system of equations in (a) the
chaotic regime with ρ = 28, and (b) the meta-stable chaotic
regime with ρ = 20. Note that the solution traverses a chaotic
trajectory in the first case, whereas it converges to P− after
a few chaotic transients in the second case.
after a short transient, as shown in Fig. 2. The two fix-
points in our case are given by P+ = (7.12, 7.12, 19) and
P− = (−7.12,−7.12, 19).
We use reinforcement learning to prevent such a tran-
sient from chaotic- to fix-point-solutions. This is done
by perturbing the parameters in Eqs. 2 (ρ = (σ, ρ, β))
by ∆ρ = (∆σ,∆ρ,∆β), with ∆ρ ∈ [−ρ/10,ρ/10].
The instantaneous value of the solution vector X(t) =
(x, y, z) and its time-derivative (velocity) X˙(t) =
(Vx(t), Vy(t), Vz(t)) = (
dx
dt ,
dy
dt ,
dz
dt ) constitute the state
space S for the RL algorithm. For training the RL agent
to retain a chaotic trajectory, we utilize the fact that
3|V (t)| will decrease consistently as the solution converges
to one of the fix-points, eventually becoming zero. On
the other hand, |V (t)| will have a non-zero average value
when the solution traces the chaotic attractor. Thus,
whenever the agent determines suitable action values
∆ρ for which |V (t)| is maintained above the predefined
threshold value V0 = 40, it is rewarded, otherwise it is
punished. In doing so over several iterations, the agent
eventually learns to keep the trajectory chaotic.
The reward allocated to the agent consists of two parts:
a stepwise reward rt provided at each time step, and a
one-time terminal reward rterminal given at the end of
each episode. The two terms take the following form,
rt =
{
10 V (t) > V0
−10 V (t) 6 V0
(3a)
rterminal =
{
−100 r¯t < −2
0 r¯t > −2
(3b)
The average r¯t is defined over the last 2000 time steps
of an episode, and facilitates learning to keep the tra-
jectory chaotic over long periods of time. The training
of the agent is divided into episodes of 4000 time steps
each, with time step size dt = 2e−2. The RL agent is
expected to learn suitable action values ∆ρ for any state
permissible by the system environment, such that the
long-term reward accumulated is maximized. Fig. 3 il-
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FIG. 3. Training of the RL agent with time. Note that the so-
lution is non-chaotic until around t = 2000, beyond which the
agent is able to take effective decisions to keep the solution-
trajectory chaotic for further instances.
lustrates the training of the RL agent with time. The un-
derlying neural network is trained for 2× 105 time steps,
which corresponds to 50 independent episodes in total,
with each episode beginning with random values of the
state variables X between -40 and 40; the corresponding
values for X˙ are determined using the Lorenz equations
(Eqs. 2). Initially, the solution keeps converging to the
fix-points, since the network is unable to provide optimal
action-decisions. After the network has trained for some
time, it successfully learns the optimal actions for keep-
ing the value of |V (t)| above V0. As a consequence, the
agent learns that the best way of maximizing reward is
by maintaining the dynamics over the chaotic-attractor,
which, although non-attracting for the given set of pa-
rameters, is a natural solution of the system.
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FIG. 4. (a) Distribution of the perturbation ∆ρ learned by
the RL agent to keep the dynamics on the chaotic-attractor.
The red dots indicate locations where the perturbation values
are positive, and the blue dots correspond to negative values.
(b) Velocity vectors for the corresponding solution in the state
space. Note that ∆ρ is predominantly negative in the region
< where Vz < 0.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the perturbations
∆ρ employed by the trained agent, which allow it to keep
the dynamics on the chaotic-attractor. This distribution
was obtained by plotting the controlled-trajectories for
400 random initial values for the variables x, y and z,
lying between -40 and 40. Note that a similar distribution
was obtained for the other perturbations ∆β and ∆σ.
However, we find that an execution of the converged RL
control-policy with ∆β and ∆σ explicitly set to zero does
not make a difference in the control outcome; the agent
is still able to maintain a chaotic trajectory. This may be
attributed to the dominating magnitude of the parameter
ρ compared to the other two parameters.
As depicted in Fig. 4(a,b), the perturbation values are
predominantly negative in the region < where Vz < 0
and positive elsewhere. The success of this control-policy
Π∗ in keeping the trajectory over the chaotic-attractor
can be explained using the sensitivity of the solutions
of Eqs.2 to the perturbation ∆ρ. For x < 0 in <, a
negative ∆ρ makes Vy in Eq.(2b) more positive, which
in turn makes y and hence Vx in Eq.(2a) more positive,
thus drifting the trajectory away from the fix-point P−.
Similarly, when x > 0 in <, a negative ∆ρ makes Vy in
Eq.(2b) more negative, which in turn makes y and hence
Vx more negative, thereby drifting the trajectory away
4from the fix-point P+. The role of positive perturbations
outside < in avoiding the escape of the trajectory from
the chaotic attractor to the fix-points can be explained
likewise. Positive perturbations of ρ lead to an increase
in Vy (Eq. 2b). The subsequent increase in y leads to an
increase in Vx (Eq. 2a), and the higher values of x and y
lead to an increase in Vz (Eq. 2c). The overall effect is
to increase the speed, which prevents the trajectory from
spiralling in to the fix-points.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the trajectory with and without the
application of rule-based control. The blue trajectory cor-
responds to the controlled solution, starting from the initial
condition Q = (10, 15, 35). The yellow uncontrolled solution
starts from the same initial condition, and spirals in to the
fix-point P−.
Based on this strategy, we formulate a simple rule-
based controller which perturbs the parameter ρ by
−ρ/10 whenever the trajectory visits the region <, i.e.,
whenever Vz < 0. All parameters remain unperturbed
outside this region. The success of the rule-based binary-
control is demonstrated in Fig. 5, where the uncontrolled
trajectory (yellow) converges to the fix-point, whereas its
controlled counterpart (blue) remains chaotic. Note that,
unlike other control-techniques, RL-based control re-
quires no a-priori analytical knowledge about the dynam-
ical system regarding its escape-regions, target-points
and safe-sets. The RL agent learns the optimal strat-
egy Π∗ to prevent the transition from chaotic to fix-point
solutions completely autonomously, by continually inter-
acting with the environment defined by the Lorenz sys-
tem of equations exhibiting transient-chaos.
To conclude, we have demonstrated the utility of
deep reinforcement learning in restoring chaos for a
transiently-chaotic system. Since, transient chaos is a
consequence of a catastrophic bifurcation (crisis) [24], our
results pave the way for RL enabled control of extreme-
events and catastrophes in non-linear dynamical systems.
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